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NOTES:
1. TOP CONSISTS OF 1/2"X4X8 FINISH PLYWOOD.
2. SIDES TO BE 1X4 TRIM, PAINT GRADE.
3. LEGS AND FRAME TO BE 2X2 FRAMING
   ASSEMBLED USING WOOD SCREWS
   COUNTERSUNK AS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE A
   SMOOTH FINISHED EDGE: FILL AS REQUIRED AND
   SAND/PREP FOR PAINT.
4. CAULK ALL JOINTS IN TOP AND SIDE PANELS.
5. SAND SMOOTH ALL SHARP EDGES INCLUDING
   LEGS, TOP, AND TRIM CORNERS.
6. SAND, PRIME, AND PREP FOR FINAL PAINT TO BE
   COMPLETED BY OWNER.
7. FRAME LAYOUT AND DIMENSIONS SHOWN FOR
   REFERENCE ONLY, FIELD VERIFY AND ADJUST AS
   REQUIRED TO SUPPORT TOP.
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